Staphylocoagulase (SC) is a potent nonproteolytic prothrombin (ProT) activator and the prototype of a newly established zymogen activator and adhesion protein family. The staphylocoagulase fragment containing residues 1–325 (SC(1–325)) represents a new type of nonproteolytic activator with a unique fold consisting of two three-helix bundle domains. The N-terminal, domain 1 of SC (D1, residues 1–146) interacts with the 148 loop of thrombin and prethrombin 2 and the south rim of the catalytic site, whereas domain 2 of SC (D2, residues 147–325) occupies (pro)exosite I, the fibrinogen (Fbg) recognition exosite. Reversible conformational activation of ProT by SC(1–325) was used to create novel analogs of ProT covalently labeled at the catalytic site with fluorescence probes. Analogs selected from screening 10 such derivatives were used to characterize quantitatively equilibrium binding of SC(1–325) to ProT, competitive binding with native ProT, and SC domain interactions. The results support the conclusion that SC(1–325) binds to a single site on fluorescein-labeled and native ProT with indistinguishable dissociation constants of 17–72 pM. The results obtained for isolated SC domains indicate that D2 binds ProT with ~130-fold greater affinity than D1, yet D1 binding accounts for the majority of the fluorescence enhancement that accompanies SC(1–325) binding. The SC(1–325)(pro)thrombin complexes and free thrombin showed little difference in substrate specificity for tripeptide substrates or with their natural substrate, Fbg. Lack of a significant effect of blockage of (pro)exosite I of (pro)thrombin by SC(1–325) on Fbg cleavage indicates that a new Fbg substrate recognition exosite is expressed on the SC(1–325)(pro)thrombin complexes. Our results provide new insight into the mechanism that mediates zymogen activation by this prototypical bacterial activator.

Staphylocoagulase (SC) is the prototype of a newly established zymogen activator and adhesion protein family (1). SC nonproteolytically activates the blood coagulation zymogen, prothrombin (ProT) through interactions localized to the N-terminal 324 residues, and the SC(1–325)(pro)thrombin catalytic complex recognizes and cleaves fibrinogen (Fbg) as a specific substrate (2–4). The C-terminal region of SC contains five to eight 27-residue repeat sequences that mediate disulfide bond formation, and the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie (to W. B.). The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734. © 2006 by The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Inc. Printed in the U.S.A.
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specificity studies of SC-(pro)thrombin complexes indicate a highly restricted specificity for Fbg. The SC complexes do not cleave other physiological thrombin substrates, including factor V, factor VIII, or protease-activated receptors (3, 27). SC binding to (pro)thrombin imparts resistance to the serpin inhibitors of thrombin, antithrombin-heparin (3, 28), and heparin cofactor II. Because SC-(pro)thrombin complexes cleave Fbg specifically with D2 of SC occupying (pro)exosite I, Fbg substrate recognition must occur through a different site. A detailed structural analysis of the interfaces of D1 and D2 of SC-(1–325) with ProT and prediction of the mode of Fbg recognition by the SC-(1–325)-(pro)thrombin complexes are presented in the accompanying paper (29).

To quantitate binding of SC-(1–325) to ProT and binding of Fbg (29), we developed novel active site-labeled fluorescent analogs of the ProTzymogen as probes of the interactions.5 The analogs are based on the reversibility of SC-induced ProT activation, which allows irreversible inactivation of the catalytic site of thezymogen by hemiketal formation with Ser395 and alkylation of His57 with the inhibitor 2-acetyl- \( \text{D-Phe-Pro-Arg-CH}_2\text{Cl} \) (ATA-FPR-CH2Cl), followed by specific attachment of various probes, and separation of the fluorescentzymogen derivatives from SC-(1–325). Equilibrium binding of SC-(1–325) to ProT was characterized for the first time by the use of fluorescentProT analogs selected by screening a panel of 10 derivatives for reporters of the interaction. Our results demonstrate that SC-(1–325) binds to active site-labeled ProT analogs and native ProT with a 1:1 stoichiometry and extremely high affinity \( (K_D = 17–72 \text{ pm}) \). SC-(1–325)-ProT complexes formed with native ProT were cleaved slowly at both thrombin-sensitive sites, Arg152, Ser356, and Arg284-Thr285, generating prethrombin 1 (Pre 1) and fragment 1 and generating Pre 2’ and fragment 2, respectively. D1 binding to labeled ProT accounted primarily for the fluorescence enhancement observed upon SC-(1–325) binding, whereas the affinity of the isolated D2 for ProT was ~130-fold greater than that of D1. SC-(1–325) complexes with thrombin and ProT exhibited equivalent Fbg clotting activities, only small differences in specificity for tripeptide chromogenic substrates compared with free thrombin, and no preference for the sequences preceding the cleavage sites for release of fibrinopeptides A and B. The blockage of exosite I-dependent Fbg clotting activity by SC-(1–325) and the small changes in tripeptide substrate specificity suggest that Fbg recognition is mediated by an exosite on the complex. Further studies of the Fbg interaction are presented in the companion paper (29).

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Protein Purification and Characterization—**ProT was purified from human plasma (30). \( \alpha \)-Thrombin was active site-titrated by previously described methods (30). The proteins were pure as determined by SDS gel electrophoresis. The protein concentrations were determined by absorbance at 280 nm with the following absorption coefficients \( (\text{mg/ml})^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1} \) and molecular weights (31, 32): ProT, 1.477, 71,600; thrombin, 1.74, 36,600; Fbg, 1.54, 340,000; Met-SC-(1–325) and SC-(1–325), 1.00, 38,000, D1, 1.42, 17,562 (calculated); D2, 0.64, 20,398 (calculated); and Met-SC-(1–325)-His6, 0.96, 39,461 (calculated). Absorption coefficients for SC species were calculated from the aromatic amino acid composition (33). Recombinant Staphylocoagulase-(1–325) and Fusion Proteins—Met-SC-(1–325) and SC-(1–325) were expressed, purified, and characterized as described previously (1). Met-SC-(1–325) fused to a C-terminal His6 tag (Met-SC-(1–325)-His6) was prepared by deleting a stop codon, which allowed translation of additional Lys-Leu-Ala-Ala-Leu-Glu-His6 residues. Met-SC-(1–325)-His6 was expressed in *Escherichia coli* strain BL21(DE3) pLysS. The cells were grown to an optical density of 0.4–0.6 at 600 nm and induced by the addition of 500 \( \mu \text{M isopropyl-} \beta\text{-D-thiogalactopyranoside} \). The cells were induced for 4–6 h and lysed by three rounds of consecutive freeze-thaw cycles or sonication, and Met-SC-(1–325)-His6, was purified from the soluble fraction after centrifugation, by \( \text{Ni}^{2+}\text{-imino-di-acid-Sepharose chromatography} \). Met-SC-(1–325)-His6 activated ProT, as measured by H-D-Phe-Pip-Arg-p-nitroanilide assay, with comparable activity as determined previously for Met-SC-(1–325) (1). Met-SC-(1–325)-His6 was used instead of Met-SC-(1–325) in ProT labeling to facilitate separation of the activator and labeledzymogen.

**Preparation of Active Site-labeled ProT Analogs**—The thrombin-selective thioester peptide chloromethyl ketone, ATA-FPR-CH2Cl, was prepared as described previously (30, 34), and labeling followed a protocol similar to that described previously for streptokinase (SK)-mediated fluorescence labeling of plasminogen (35). The Met-SC-(1–325)-ProT complex was inactivated by adding 145–200 \( \mu \text{M ATA-FPR-CH2Cl to 45–60 } \mu \text{M ProT in 50 } \mu \text{M Heps, 110 } \mu \text{M NaCl, 5 } \mu \text{M CaCl}_2, 1 \text{ mg/ml polyethylene glycol 8000, pH 7.4 buffer (Buffer A) at 25 °C.} \) Inhibition reactions were initiated by the addition of 90–120 \( \mu \text{M Met-SC-(1–325)} \) and were monitored by the decrease in the rate of hydrolysis of H-D-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA. The reactions were typically complete (\(<0.1\% \text{ activity}) within 1 h. To ensure complete inhibition, 200 \( \mu \text{M ATA-FPR-CH2Cl was added.} \) Excess inhibitor was removed by Sephadex G-25 chromatography in 0.1 \( \mu \text{M Heps, 0.1 } \mu \text{M NaCl, 5 } \mu \text{M CaCl}_2, \text{ pH 7.0 buffer.} \) Met-SC-(1–325)-ATA-FPR-ProT (10–25 \( \mu \text{M}) \) was labeled by the addition of a 10-fold molar excess of the desired thiol-reactive probe derivative and subsequent addition of 0.1 \( \mu \text{M NH}_2\text{OH, followed by incubation for 1–2 h in the dark at 25 °C.} \) Excess label was removed by Sephadex G-25 chromatography. Met-SC-(1–325)-labeled ProT complex was concentrated and dialyzed by against Buffer A with 3 \( \mu \text{M NaSCN but without polyethylene glycol 8000.} \) The dissociated proteins were separated by fast protein liquid chromatography gel filtration chromatography on 2–3 tandem Superdex 200 HR 10/30 columns equilibrated with the same buffer. Fractions containing the first of two overlapping peaks, consisting primarily of labeled ProT, were pooled and dialyzed against 50 \( \mu \text{M Heps, 125 } \mu \text{M NaCl buffer, pH 7.4 Buffer B.} \) The pooled protein was rechromatographed on Superdex 200 HR 10/30 in Buffer B under the same conditions. Fractions containing the second of two peaks, consisting of labeled ProT, were pooled, quick-frozen, and stored at \(-70 \text{ °C.} \)

A second, improved method was subsequently used for separation of labeled ProT from the Met-SC-(1–325)-labeled ProT complex using Met-SC-(1–325)-His6. The Met-SC-(1–325)-His6-ProT complex was formed, inactivated, and labeled, and excess probe was removed as described above. Met-SC-(1–325)-His6-ProT was chromatographed on Ni\textsuperscript{2+}-imino-di-acid-sepharose in Buffer B. Labeled ProT was step-eluted with 3 \( \mu \text{M NaSCN, and the majority of Met-SC-(1–325)-His6 was eluted with a gradient of imidazole up to 500 mM.} \) Trace amounts of Met-SC-(1–325)-His6-ProT complex were removed by fast protein liquid chromatography gel filtration on Superdex 200 HR 10/30 in Buffer B. Two peaks corresponding to Met-SC-(1–325)-His6 labeled ProT complex and free labeled ProT were eluted, and the labeled analog was pooled, dialyzed against Buffer B, quick-frozen, and stored at \(-70 \text{ °C.} \)

**Characterization of Labeled ProT—**The stoichiometry of fluorescence probe incorporation into ProT for 5-(iodoacetamido)fluorescein (5F), 2-(4′-iodoacetamido)anilino)naphthalene-6-sulfonic acid (ANS),

---


5 Fluorescent analogs of ProT are represented by: \{probe abbreviation\} connecting thioester peptide chloromethyl ketone-ProT.
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Active Site Labeling of ProT—Active site-labeled fluorescent analogs of ProT were prepared as novel probes of SC-induced ProT activation and Fbg substrate recognition (Fig. 1A) and the accompanying paper (29). The catalytic site induced by Met-SC-(1–325) binding to ProT was inactivated by hemiketal formation with Ser1235 and His13 alklylation with the thioester-peptide chloromethyl ketone, ATA-FPR-CH2Cl (30, 34, 35, 41). Subsequent generation of the free thiol by treatment with NH2OH, and probe incorporation by reaction with a thio-reactive fluorescence probe yielded the labeled ProTzymogen. Specificity of ProT labeling was examined by determining the decrease of fluorescence probe incorporation on each of the steps in the reaction scheme (Fig. 1A), as seen by fluorescence (Fig. 1A) on native ProT (pro)thrombin were determined by monitoring the absorbance increase at 405 nm in Buffer A containing 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin and 0.1 mg/ml soybean trypsin inhibitor at 25 °C, using polyethylene glycol 20,000-coated cuvettes. For substrates with low Kint, H-D-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA, H-D-Ile-Pro-Arg-pNA, and H-D-Phe-Pro-Arg-pNA, the kinetic parameters, kcat, Km, and when applicable, Kd, were determined by simultaneous fits of the integrated Michaelis-Menten equation (including competitive product inhibition) to the full reaction progress curves for conversion of substrate at concentration ranges of 0.9–1, 4–5, 8–10, and 17–20 μM by 0.5 nm enzyme and 60 μM by 5 nm enzyme for each substrate. For Gly-Val-Arg-pNA, Ser-Ala-Arg-pNA, and CH3-Gly-Gly-Arg-pNA, the kinetic parameters were determined by fitting the Michaelis-Menten equation to initial rates collected over a substrate concentration range of 0–6 mM. In all of the assays, SC-(1–325) and (pro)thrombin were preincubated for at least 20 min, and the reactions were initiated by the addition of substrate. Because the complex-dependence effect was observed below is minimized at the concentrations used in the kinetic studies, there was no variation of the initial rates beyond the 20-min preincubation time.

RESULTS

Active Site Labeling of ProT—Active site-labeled fluorescent analogs of ProT were prepared as novel probes of SC-induced ProT activation and Fbg substrate recognition (Fig. 1A) and the accompanying paper (29). The catalytic site induced by Met-SC-(1–325) binding to ProT was inactivated by hemiketal formation with Ser1235 and His13 alklylation with the thioester-peptide chloromethyl ketone, ATA-FPR-CH2Cl (30, 34, 35, 41). Subsequent generation of the free thiol by treatment with NH2OH, and probe incorporation by reaction with a thiol-reactive fluorescence probe yielded the labeled ProTzymogen. Specificity of ProT labeling was examined by determining the decrease of fluorescence probe incorporation on each of the steps in the reaction scheme (Fig. 1A), as seen by fluorescence (Fig. 1B) and protein staining (Fig. 1C) on SDS gels. The protein bands of SC-(1–325) and ProT are seen as individual bands on the gels because the complex dissociates in SDS. The reaction in lane 1 showed that without SC-(1–325) no probe was incorporated because of the lack of zymogen activation. The reaction in lane 6 showed that the absence of NH2OH prevented probe incorporation, indicating the need for the free thiol. Blocking of the catalytic site in the Met-SC-(1–325)-ProT complex with FPR-CH2Cl before reaction with ATA-FPR-CH2Cl also blocked probe incorporation, demonstrating the
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FIGURE 1. Specificity of ProT active site-labeling. A, the three reactions of the active site labeling scheme are shown for inactivation of ProT in the Met-SC-(1–325)–ProT complex with ATA-FPR-CH2Cl (1), generation of the thiol (2), and labeling with a fluorescence probe–iodoacetamide (3). B and C, specificity of Met-SC-(1–325)–ProT complex labeling with 5F assessed by SDS gel electrophoresis. The fluorescence (B) and protein-stained bands (C) are shown for reduced samples of ProT (lane 1), Met-SC-(1–325) (lane 2), ATA-FPR-CH2Cl–inactivated Met-SC-(1–325)–ProT complex (lane 3), and the products of the complete labeling reactions (lane 4), compared with controls in which Met-SC-(1–325) was omitted (lane 5), NH2OH was omitted (lane 6), or the catalytic site of the SC-(1–325)–ProT complex was blocked with FPR-CH2Cl before subjection to all of the labeling reactions (lane 7). The purified fluorescence-labeled ProT analog separated from Met-SC-(1–325) (lane 8). Labeling reactions were performed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

requirement for reaction of the inhibitor with the activated zymogen (Fig. 1, B and C, lane 7). The results demonstrated specific labeling of the SC-activated catalytic site of the ProT zymogen. Preparation of a MetSC-(1–325)–His6 construct allowed separation of labeled ProT from SC-(1–325) based on the high affinity of His6 for Ni2+–iminodiacetic acid under dissociating conditions (3 M NaSCN) and purification of the labeled analog (Fig. 1, B and C, lane 8). Stoichiometries of probe incorporation into the isolated zymogen were 0.82–0.98 mol probe/mol of ProT for ANS, 5F, and OG. Preparations of labeled ProT had residual activities of 1–3%, determined by the activity generated with excess SC-(1–325).

Screening of ProT Analogos for Signals Accompanying SC-(1–325) Binding—An array of ProT analogs containing 10 fluorescence probes with various fluorescence spectral properties was prepared. The results of fluorescence titrations with SC-(1–325) are grouped by similar probe structures in Fig. 2. SC-(1–325) titrations of 50–285 nM labeled ProT indicated that SC-(1–325) bound ProT with a 0.84–1.00 stoichiometry for those that could be determined (ACR, AF350, BD, 4’F, 5F, OG, and TMR). The $K_D$ values were poorly defined in these single titrations because of the apparent, very high affinity in relation to the labeled ProT concentrations. The signs and amplitudes of the fluorescence changes accompanying SC-(1–325) binding were dependent on the structures and spectral properties of the probes with no obvious correlation with polarity sensitivity (Fig. 2). Interestingly, the polarity-sensitive probes, ACR and BAD, the adducts of which differ only by a methylene group in the linker, showed a 62% enhancement and essentially no change, respectively (Fig. 2A).

Quantitation of SC-(1–325) Binding to [OG]FPR-ProT and [5F]FPR-ProT—All of the high quantum yield fluorescein-ProT derivatives, OG, 5F, and 4’F, showed large fluorescence enhancements of 95, 38, and 50%, respectively, at saturating SC-(1–325) (Fig. 2B). [OG]FPR-ProT and [5F]FPR-ProT were selected for quantitating SC-(1–325) binding to labeled ProT. Simultaneous fits of 0.11, 1, and 50 nM [OG]FPR-ProT titrations with SC-(1–325) showed that SC-(1–325) bound to 0.95 ± 0.05 mol sites/mol of ProT with a dissociation constant ($K_D$) of 17 ± 6 pm, and a maximal fluorescence enhancement ($\Delta F_{max}/F_0$) of 98 ± 2% (Fig. 3A). These results were confirmed by analysis of similar titrations of 0.075, 0.25, 2.5, 10, and 100 nM [5F]FPR-ProT, indicating binding of SC-(1–325) to 0.96 ± 0.05 mol sites/mol of ProT with a $K_D$ of 37 ± 1 pm and a maximal fluorescence enhancement of 39 ± 1% (Fig. 3B).

Proteolytic Cleavage of ProT in the Presence of SC-(1–325)—To determine the proteolytic stability of the SC-(1–325)–ProT complex, we incubated [OG]FPR-ProT with fixed or varied levels of SC-(1–325), in the presence of inhibitors, and with native ProT in the presence and absence of inhibitors and analyzed the products by fluorescence and protein staining on SDS gels. Fig. 4 shows the time course of ProT conversion to Pre 1 and Pre 2 in a mixture of labeled and native ProT (4 $\mu$M each) and SC-(1–325) (8 $\mu$M). Although cleavage was not complete, there was significant production of Pre 2 over the 4-h incubation. Fig. 5 (A and B) shows the results for mixtures of a preparation of [OG]FPR-ProT that had <2% residual native ProT activity, incubated with increasing concentrations of SC-(1–325) in the presence of 10 $\mu$M FPR-CH2Cl. Labeled PreT in the absence and presence of SC-(1–325) was stable for up to 18 h in the dark at 25 °C (Fig. 5, A and B). In the presence of native ProT and in the absence of inhibitors, however, both native and labeled PreT were increasingly cleaved as a function of the SC-(1–325)/native ProT complex concentration (Fig. 5, C and D), as evidenced by the similar staining pattern seen by fluorescence (Fig. 5C) and protein staining (Fig. 5D). Cleavage was essentially complete in mixtures of 3–6 $\mu$M...
SC-(1–325), 2 μM native ProT, and 2 μM [OG]FPR-ProT (Fig. 5, C and D, lanes 6 and 7). It was also evident that the SC-(1–325)-native ProT complex cleaved native and [OG]FPR-ProT bound to SC-(1–325) because in mixtures incubated for >16 h at concentrations of SC-(1–325) saturating labeled and native ProT (Fig. 5, C, lanes 7 and 8), essentially complete cleavage was observed. ProT cleavage in a mixture of labeled and native ProT (2 μM each) and saturating SC-(1–325) (12 μM) was completely inhibited by 100 μM FPR-CH2Cl and 100 μM AEBSF (Fig. 5, C and D, lane 9). Free ProT was also cleaved at a much slower rate by the SC-(1–325)-native ProT complex than the ProT molecules bound to SC-(1–325) (data not shown). Two major fluorescent reaction product bands were identified as Pre 1 and Pre 2* by comparison of similar reactions with purified ProT activation species (not shown). Pre 2* is formed by thrombin cleavage of ProT at Arg284-Thr285, resulting in a form of Pre 2 that is 13 residues shorter (42). N-terminal sequencing of the polyvinylidene difluoride membrane-blotted reaction product confirmed the N-terminal sequence of Thr-Phe-Gly-Ser-Gly, corresponding to Pre 2*.

**Binding of SC-(1–325) to Native ProT**—To characterize binding of SC-(1–325) to native ProT, [OG]FPR-ProT was used as a probe of the competitive SC-(1–325) binding equilibria in the absence of proteinase inhibitors. To resolve the rapid binding equilibrium from slower proteolytic cleavage, individual fluorescence intensity measurements were made as a function of time after the addition of SC-(1–325) to 0.5, 5, or 10 nM final concentrations to mixtures of [OG]FPR-ProT (0.12 nM) and varying native ProT. Three fluorescence intensity values were obtained for additions corresponding to buffer, [OG]FPR-ProT, and a mixture of [OG]FPR-ProT and native ProT to which SC-(1–325) was added. The fluorescence intensities stabilized within 2–3 min after the addition of SC-(1–325). The addition of native ProT had no effect on the fluorescence of [OG]FPR-ProT. Simultaneous fitting of the competitive cubic binding equation to the titrations (Figs. 3A and 6) gave a dissociation constant for SC-(1–325) to native ProT, [OG]FPR-ProT of 176 pM with a stoichiometric factor of 1.2 ± 0.3, and a dissociation constant of 72 ± 36 pM and stoichiometric factor of 0.7 ± 0.2 for SC-(1–325) binding to native ProT (Fig. 6). There were no significant differences between the
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FIGURE 2. Fluorescence titrations of an array of ProT analogs with SC-(1–325). The fractional change in fluorescence (∆F/FO) is plotted against the ratio of the total concentrations of SC-(1–325) to ProT ([SC-(1–325)]/([ProT]o) for 10 ProT analogs labeled with the indicated thiol-reactive probes, grouped roughly by similar structures in A and B. The lines through the data represent the least squares fits of the binding equation with the indicated maximum fluorescence changes (%). The fluorescence titrations were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”
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FIGURE 3. Fluorescence titrations of [OG]FPR-ProT and [SF]FPR-ProT with SC-(1–325). The fractional change in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F_o$) was plotted against the total concentration of SC-(1–325) ([SC-(1–325)]o). A, titrations of 110 pM (●), 1 nM (○), and 50 nM (□) [OG]FPR-ProT. B, titrations of 75 pM (●), 250 pM (○), 2.5 nM (△), 10 nM (□), and 100 nM (□) [SF]FPR-ProT. The lines represent the simultaneous fit of the data by the quadratic binding equation with the parameters given in the text. Fluorescence titrations were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

FIGURE 4. Time dependence of ProT cleavage in the presence of SC-(1–325). Fluorescence (A) and protein-stained bands (B) on SDS 4–15% polyacrylamide gels are shown for samples (4–5 μg) at zero time (lane 1) and taken from reaction mixtures at 30-min intervals (lanes 2–9) over 4 h for [OG]FPR-ProT (4 μM) and native ProT (4 μM) incubated in the presence of SC-(1–325) (8 μM). The reactions were performed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

FIGURE 5. Competitive binding of SC-(1–325) to native ProT and [OG]FPR-ProT. The fractional change in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F_o$) plotted against the total concentration of native ProT ([ProT]o) at 0.5 (●), 5 (○), and 10 (□) nM SC-(1–325). The lines represent the fit by the cubic equation with the parameters given in the text. Fluorescence titrations were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

FIGURE 6. Competitive binding of SC-(1–325) to native ProT and [OG]FPR-ProT. The fractional change in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F_o$) plotted against the total concentration of SC-(1–325) ([SC-(1–325)]o) at 0 (●), 0.5 (○), 5 (△), 10 (□), and 50 (□) nM SC-(1–325). The lines represent the fit by the cubic equation with the parameters given in the text. Fluorescence titrations were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

curves generated by the cubic binding equation when the stoichiometric factor was fit (Fig. 6, solid lines) or fixed at 1 (dashed lines). These results were in good agreement with the dissociation constants of 37 ± 1 and 17 ± 6 pM determined for direct binding of SC-(1–325) to [SF]FPR-ProT and [OG]FPR-ProT (Fig. 3) and indicated that native and labeled ProT bound SC-(1–325) with indistinguishable affinity.

Binding of D2 to (Pro)exosite I on ProT—To determine whether the lack of SC cofactor activity exhibited by D2 (1) was a direct result of a loss of proexosite I affinity, a competitive binding experiment was performed with [5F]Hir-(54–65)(SO3−) used as an exosite I-specific competitor (15). Direct binding of [5F]Hir-(54–65)(SO3−) to proexosite I on ProT ($K_D = 4.4 \pm 1.4 \mu M$) resulted in a maximum fluorescence quench of 18 ± 2%, in good agreement with previous studies (15). Analysis of competitive binding titrations (Fig. 7) of D2 to ProT gave a dissociation constant of 40 ± 20 nM and a 1.0 + 0.1 mol D2/mol of ProT stoichiometry. These results indicated that D2 folds independently of D1 and that the isolated D2 domain binds to proexosite I on ProT in a similar fashion as SC-(1–325). To our knowledge, this is the highest affinity proexosite I interaction for a protein ligand to date.
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**Figure 7. D2 interaction with proexosite I on ProT.** Fractional change in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F_0$) of 50 nM [5F]Hir-(54–65)(SO$_3^-$) as a function of total ProT concentration ([ProT]$_t$). Titrations were performed in the absence (•) or presence of 4 μM (○) or 9.2 μM ([D2 (i.e. SC-(147–325)]. Competitive binding titrations were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

**Figure 8. Interactions of isolated domains of SC-(1–325) with ProT.** A, fluorescence emission spectra of [OG]FPR-ProT (1 nM) in the absence (black) in triplicate and in the presence of saturating D1 (SC-(1–146); red, D2 (SC-(147–325); green), or SC-(1–325) (blue), or SC-(1–325) (purple) with ProT. To determine whether SC-(1–325) binding labeled ProT with fluorescence enhancements of 130 nM ([D1 or D2] in triplicate and in the presence of saturating D1 (SC-(1–146); red, D2 (SC-(147–325); green), or SC-(1–325) (blue), or SC-(1–325) (purple). The results suggested that D1 binding was necessary and sufficient to cause a fluorescence signal comparable with SC-(1–325) binding with a modest red shift (~5 nm) in the emission maximum. Quantitation of D1 and D2 binding to [OG]FPR-ProT gave dissociation constants of 3.5 ± 1.1 μM and 27 ± 30 nM for D1 and D2 binding labeled ProT with fluorescence enhancements of 130 ± 14 and 10 ± 2%, respectively. These results in combination with those obtained above by [5F]Hir-(54–65)(SO$_3^-$) competition indicated that D2 binds [OG]FPR-ProT and native ProT with similar affinity.

**Effect of SC-(1–325) on the Specificity of (Pro)thrombin for Tripeptide Chromogenic Substrates**—To assess differences in substrate specificity of α-thrombin and SC-(1–325) (pro)thrombin complexes, Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters were determined for a panel of six tripeptide-pNA substrates. The SC-(1–325)-α-thrombin complex showed a ~2-fold decrease in $k_{cat}$ compared with free α-thrombin for hydrolysis of the tight binding substrates, H-d-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA, H-d-Ile-Pro-Arg-pNA, and d-Phe-Pro-Arg-pNA (Table 2). Kinetic parameters $K_m$ and $K_i$ for product were remarkably similar for α-thrombin, SC-(1–325)-α-thrombin, and SC-(1–325)-ProT complexes for these tight substrates with the exception of a 40-fold higher affinity for the product of d-Phe-Pro-Arg-pNA cleavage for SC-(1–325)-α-thrombin compared with α-thrombin or SC-(1–325)-ProT. To determine whether SC-(1–325) binding affected hydrolysis of substrates based on the P1-P3 catalytic quadrant sequences for fibrinopeptides A and B, Ser-Ala-Arg-pNA and Gly-Val-Arg-pNA were examined. SC-(1–325)-α-thrombin complex showed a ~2-fold increase in $k_{cat}$ for both substrates compared with free α-thrombin, whereas there were no consistent changes for SC-(1–325)-ProT complex (Table 2). The combined kinetic data indicated that the SC-(1–325)-α-thrombin complex displayed only small ~2-fold increases or decreases in $k_{cat}$ compared with α-thrombin. In the cases of H-d-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA and H-d-Ile-Pro-Arg-pNA, titrations of thrombin activity as a function of SC-(1–325) verified the decreases in $k_{cat}$ accompanying tight binding of SC-(1–325) to α-thrombin (not shown). Taken together, these results indicated that SC-(1–325) binding to ProT...
generated an α-thrombin-like substrate recognition site for tripeptide- 
NA substrates, with small but reproducible effects on $k_{cat}$ for hydrolysis of certain substrates, and no significant preference for substrates 
based on the sequences preceding the fibrinopeptide cleavage sites.

**DISCUSSION**

Reversible activation of the ProT catalytic site induced by SC-(1–325) 
allowed the development of novel, active site–specifically labeled ProT 
analogs as tools for quantifying SC interactions for the first time. Various 
thiol-reactive fluorescence probes were covalently linked to the 
catalytic Ser$^{195}$ and His$^{57}$ residues of the SC-(1–325)+ProT complex by a 
thioester derivative of FPR-CH$_2$Cl. Characterization of the labeling 
reactions demonstrated that probe incorporation was covalent, active 
site-specific, and stoichiometric. Screening of 10 fluorescent ProT ana-
logs identified the best quantitative reporters of SC-(1–325) binding. 
Previous studies indicated that SC bound to ProT with a 1:1 stoichiome-
try (1, 4, 43, 44), but because of the apparent high affinity of the inter-
action, it was not possible to obtain accurate estimates of the dissociation 
constant (3). The results for SC-(1–325) binding to [OG]FPR-ProT and 
[5F]FPR-ProT studied over a 500- or 1300-fold range of protein 
concentration, respectively, support the finding that SC-(1–325) binds 
to 0.95–0.96 sites on labeled ProT with a $K_d$ of 17–37 pm.

Stability studies of mixtures of ProT and SC previously found that 
these mixtures converted Pro to Pre 1, releasing fragment 1 (3, 28, 45). 
Our studies confirm that Pre 1 is generated initially, but in addition 
demonstrate that Pre 2’ is generated more slowly. Reactions of ProT 
with saturating concentrations of SC-(1–325) resulted in conversion of 
ProT to Pre 1 and Pre 2’ by cleavage of the two thrombin-sensitive 
bonds at Arg$^{155}$-Ser$^{156}$ and Arg$^{284}$-Thr$^{285}$ (ProT numbering), respec-
tively. Pre 2’ generation as a result of SC-(1–325)+ProT binding has not 
been previously reported. At saturating levels of SC-(1–325), the SC-(1– 
325) native and labeled ProT complexes were completely cleaved, sug-
gesting that the active complex catalyzed cleavage of other complexes. 
The mechanism underlying this observation is not known, but conver-
sion of ProT to Pre 1 and Pre 2’ may play a role in the mechanism of 
fibrin formation by SC. Although sedimentation equilibrium studies 
indicate that the SC-(1–325)+Pre 2 and SC-(1–325)+α-thrombin com-
explexes were not detectably dimeric under these experimental conditions 
(29), there is apparently some interaction between SC-(1–325)+ProT 
complexes.

Because of the complex nature of ProT cleavage at saturating concen-
trations of SC-(1–325), competitive binding of native and labeled ProT 
was assessed under conditions of subsaturating concentrations of 
SC-(1–325) and within a time window that minimized proteolysis. 
SC-(1–325) bound to native ProT with $K_d$ of 72 ± 36 pm and stoichi-
ometry of 0.7 ± 0.2 mol SC-(1–325)/mol ProT. These results were in 
good agreement with the $K_d$ of 17 ± 6 pm determined for the direct 
binding of SC-(1–325) to the [OG]FPR-ProT analog and $K_d$ of 37 ± 1 pm 
determined for [5F]FPR-ProT. Although there is significant experi-
mental error in the determination of such high affinities, the results 
demonstrated that the ProT derivatives reported quantitatively indis-
ishable binding of SC-(1–325) to labeled and native ProT. This 
indicates that the presence of the probe and the tripeptide inhibitor in 
the active site had a ≤2-fold effect on SC-(1–325) binding affinity.

Contrary to previous estimates of the Fbg clotting activity of 
SC-thrombin, SC-ProT, and SC-ProT complexes ranging from 20 to 90% 
(3, 46), we found no significant difference in the Fbg clotting activity 
of SC-(1–325) complexes with ProT or thrombin compared with free 
α-thrombin. Occupancy of exosite I by D2 (1) imparted resistance of 
SC-(1–325)+prothrombin complexes to inhibition by the exosite I-
specific ligand, Hir-(54–65)(SO$_3$)$_2$. Chromogenic substrate kinetics 
results indicate that binding of SC-(1–325) to ProT induces expression 
of a functional active site with similar P1-P3 substrate specificity as 
thrombin alone and no detectable preference for cleavage of peptides 
corresponding to P1-P3 of fibrinopeptides A and B.

The results presented here also assessed the binding of D2 to

---

**Table 1**

**Fbg clotting activities of SC-(1–325)+(pro)thrombin complexes**

Mean Fbg clotting activities are listed for SC-(1–325)+(pro)thrombin and Met-SC-(1–325)+(pro)thrombin complexes relative to the activity of free α-thrombin. α-
Thrombin and ProT were saturated with 500–750 nM SC-(1–325) or Met-SC-(1– 
325), and assays were performed in the absence and presence of 20 μM Hir-(54– 
65)(SO$_3$)$_2$ as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Relative clotting activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| α-Thrombin | 100 | 12 |
| Met-SC-(1–325)+ProT | 78 | 61 |
| SC-(1–325)+α-thrombin | 119 | 112 |

---

**Table 2**

**Effect of SC-(1–325) binding to ProT and α-thrombin on the hydrolysis of tripeptide-NA substrates**

Michaels-Menten kinetic parameters determined for the indicated enzyme species and substrates are listed. The parameters were obtained by nonlinear least squares fitting of the Michaelis-Menten equation to the initial rates or fitting of the integrated equation to progress curves for tight binding substrates in the presence of saturating 
concentrations of SC-(1–325). The experiments were performed and analyzed as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$</th>
<th>$K_m$</th>
<th>$K_i$</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-Phe-Pip-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>77 ± 1</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>11.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>58.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9 ± 1</td>
<td>29,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>72.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>58,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Ile-Pro-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>52 ± 1.0</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>100 ± 70</td>
<td>26,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>25.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>25,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>36.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>100 ± 180</td>
<td>16,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Phe-Pro-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>13.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>24,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>5,100,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>12.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>6,400,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$Gly-Gly-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>13 ± 1</td>
<td>190 ± 30</td>
<td>70 ± 10</td>
<td>110 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>17 ± 1</td>
<td>150 ± 30</td>
<td>48 ± 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>126 ± 10</td>
<td>48 ± 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser-Ala-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>60 ± 10</td>
<td>980 ± 360</td>
<td>60 ± 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>120 ± 10</td>
<td>750 ± 130</td>
<td>160 ± 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>63 ± 5</td>
<td>2100 ± 300</td>
<td>30 ± 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gly-Val-Arg-pNA</td>
<td>α-Thrombin</td>
<td>146 ± 4</td>
<td>1660 ± 70</td>
<td>88 ± 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+prothrombin</td>
<td>330 ± 10</td>
<td>840 ± 60</td>
<td>390 ± 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-(1–325)+ProT</td>
<td>62 ± 3</td>
<td>900 ± 100</td>
<td>69 ± 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(pro)exosite I on ProT. Our previous studies indicated that D2 binding did not result in conformational activation of ProT at concentrations up to 43 μM (1). A possible interpretation of these results could have been that D2 does not fold independently of D1, resulting in the loss of binding affinity. Another interpretation could have been that D2 binds to a nonproductive site on the zymogen, eliminating its potential ProT activation ability, similar to a result seen for the isolated α-domain of SK binding to μ-plasminogen (the catalytic domain of the plasminogen zymogen (47)). The results indicate that D2 binds to (pro)exosite I on ProT with rather high affinity but does not induce detectable ProT activation. This finding is contrary to results reported previously for a chymotryptic fragment of SC containing D2, which indicated that the fragment activated ProT with an apparent K or of 120 nM (43).

Fluorescence measurements with the isolated domains of SC-(1–325) allowed us to dissect further their individual contribution to the fluorescence enhancement that accompanies SC-(1–325) binding. The fluorescence enhancement accompanying D1 binding (∼130%) is primarily responsible for the enhancement seen with SC-(1–325) (98%) binding [OG]FPR-ProT, whereas D2 makes only a small contribution. The affinity of D1 binding to labeled ProT was 3.5 ± 1.1 μM, whereas the affinity of D1 determined for native ProT activation was ∼4.5-fold higher (780 ± 150 nM). By contrast, the affinity of D2 binding to [OG]FPR-ProT was 27 ± 30 nM, similar to the affinity determined for native ProT obtained by competitive displacement of 5F1Hir-(54–65)(SO3)4 (40 ± 90 nM). The presence of the probe thus decreased the affinity of D1 binding while having no detectable effect on the D2 interaction. On this basis, the change in binding energy for D1 caused by the presence of the probe is −1 kcal/mol. This represents a small fraction of the total binding energy of SC-(1–325) for labeled and native ProT, both about −14 kcal/mol, and is within the experimental error of the determinations. Having estimates of the affinity of SC-(1–325) and the separate domains for ProT allows estimation of the free energy advantage or disadvantage for binding of the two-domain fragment compared with the individual domains, represented by the coupling free energy (48).

The estimated coupling free energies, for the labeled and native ProT interactions, are −4.5 and −3.5 kcal/mol. These negative values indicate that, surprisingly, binding of the two-domain SC-(1–325) fragment is less favorable than the isolated domains. The source of this effect is not clear from the present results, and further studies will be required to address this question.

The crystal structures of the SC-(1–325)(pre)thrombin complexes labeled with ω-hydroxymercuribenzoate attached to the thioacetyl-peptide chloromethyl ketone provide some insight into the sources of the diverse fluorescence changes seen with different probes. In the SC-(1–325)(pre)thrombin complexes, the probe probably binds into the shallow depression formed by the side chains of thrombin residues Arg221–Glu146 and Glu217, together with the SCAsp106 side chain (and maybe SCThr104 and SCGlu105) of the cognate SC D1. Before SC-(1–325) binding, the probe could well make contact with the side chain of Trp148 of thrombin, which in some previous FPR-thrombin structures is defined (11–13, 49) but which in several other thrombin structures is (together with the whole 148 loop) flexible. The 148 loop in the SC-(1–325)(pre)thrombin complexes is trapped in the SC-(1–325) groove of D1, and the mercury ion is only 2.9 Å away from one of both SCAsp106 carboxylate oxygens, thus in ion bond distance. From these observations and the weakening of the affinity for D1 by the presence of the probe, it is apparent that direct contact of SC-(1–325) with the probe and/or the possible interaction and movement of the 148 loop likely account for the fluorescence changes observed for the fluorescein derivatives and some of the other probes. It is important to note that this is not the case for all of the probes, however, because, for example, [ANS]FPR-ProT shows large spectral changes accompanying proteolytic activation to thrombin, whereas the fluorescein-ProT derivative does not. A very similar probe-specific effect is observed for active site fluorescein-labeled plasminogen, which reports SK binding but not activation to plasmin, whereas the ANS derivative reports proteolytic activation and SK binding with similar, large spectral changes (35). This effect is not limited to cofactor-zymogen binding, because interactions for which arrays of probes have been examined, including K with plasmin (37) and thrombin with exosite I and II ligands (41, 50), show similarly diverse behavior. For the interactions studied thus far with multiple probes, there is no significant correlation of their signaling with bulk solution properties of the probes, such as the dependence on dielectric constant. The highly structured microenvironment of the probes and the structures of the probes themselves appear to place them in slightly different locations, resulting in idiosyncratic fluorescence changes on SC or SK binding to their respective zymogens, which allows them to report different molecular events. This is evident by the results for the highly polarity-sensitive probes, ACR and BAD, which showed a large fluorescence enhancement and essentially no change, respectively, accompanying SC-(1–325) binding. These probes differ only in an additional methylene group in the linker connecting the probe to the thiol group of the inhibitor peptide. On this basis, it can be expected that subtle changes in the probe microenvironment, established in part by the probe itself, the intrinsic spectral properties of the probes, and the reporting of different structural changes mediated by direct contact and transmitted by conformational changes dictate the observed spectral changes for various interactions. At present, there is no clear basis from the structures or spectral properties of the probes to support a detailed explanation of the differences observed or their predictability.

Development of fluorescent ProT analogs enabled quantitative analysis of SC-(1–325) interactions reported by changes in probe fluorescence intensity because of changes in the microenvironment of the active site-bound probes. These probe fluorescence changes showed a complex and sensitive dependence on probe structure as well as spectral properties. The versatility of the labeling approach allows selecting the best derivatives for characterizing interactions of ProT by fluorescence intensity, resonance energy transfer, and anisotropy changes. Although the purpose here was to characterize SC-(1–325) interactions, [ANS]FPR-ProT and likely other fluorescent derivatives report activation of ProT by the factor Xa-factor Va, prothrombinase complex, which should enable fluorescence studies of prothrombinase complex interactions and prothrombin activation. Finally, the use of expression of a unique thiol group as the basis for active site labeling allows specific labeling with other types of spectroscopic probes, heavy atom labeling (1), active site-specific immobilization (18), and affinity ligand labeling. These derivatives should provide valuable new tools for investigating ProT interactions and the mechanism of activation of ProT by both physiologic and pathologic activators.
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